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About This Game

■ About the game
‘222 Hearts’ is an action platformer that utilizes the dash skill.

■ Features
* High speed the dash action system.

* Collect 222 hearts in stages.
* Including the boss stages.
* Support for achievements.
* Support for Steam Cloud.

* Support for various OS including Windows, OSX, and Linux.
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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REMIMORY
Publisher:
REMIMORY
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017
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In a nutshell, you manage the emergency first responders, firefighters, ambulance, some police officiers, a swat team, and some
mechanics. You have to save lives, arrest suspects, put out fires and prevent further damage, in that order. As you go aling the
campaign, you unlock new vehicles and more of the old. You'll rarely have everything you need to do everything at once, but
you'll always have all the tools you need to solve everything. What I mean is, if you didn't unlock police cars yet, you won't get
arrest missions, but you can 5 injured people, even if you have only 2 emergency doctors and 1 paramedics.

The remastering of previous titles campaign is something that I find an awesome gesture from the developers and publisher as
someone who is new to the genre and series, this provided me with excellent tutorials and made me an all around fan of it.

Sometimes you'll face different mechanics on a mission, based on context. Fire can always spread, so be aware of that, but one
of the multiple campaigns revolve around containing a new wave of the Plague, which means unless you move and move fast,
the number of infected gets out hand pretty darn quickly.

My score is a solid 8/10, some times I encountered bugs, but restarting always solved them, and the fact that on some maps you
can order back the vehicles without the crew means the vehicle will replace the crew, and the old crew will wander the streets
until you move to a different map/mission. That is legit the only two honest criticism I have. Which makes that my 8/10 is
particularly harsh.. Border of her Heart is such a fun little VN game xD :D I'm not really all too familiar with the VN genre, but
I did enjoy it, and the different outcomes that are possible depending on your choices. :)

The voice acting in this game is really good! :O Accompanied by some neatly written dialogue and some sweet and quirky
characters, it was a very fun experience. :)

It is worth retrying to see different outcomes, too. :D

I did kinda fail my guard duty at first try, because I let everyone in. xD :D Still, it was fun seeing that you get punished for not
thinking well as a guard of the city. :)

Conclusion: This game is really cheap and is worth the try if you want a sweet little VN game with good interactions and
awesome voice acting. :D Though I sort of wish we can at least visit different places more before the curfew goes down. But it's
just a tiny complaint. Other than that, it is fun! :). this game is great from the pixels to the story and characters. I loved ever sec
of it. 10/10 would recommend. As an old game with relatively bad graphics, this is my childhood game so I recommend it..
Unable to play. Bad purchase.. best game, really nice engine, killing bandits in a infinite loop is everything!!. Well, it will sound
repetitive, but the ending, man, it just sucks.
The game itself is enjoyable, nice puzzles and a nice story.
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As it stands, this game is very interesting and very fun. The track generation is just so fun to play with, and it's a blast to see
what crazy world willl be generated. And then to just fly across it, finding your own "secret shortcuts" is just amazing and fun.

Right now, it's better to play with friends than online, as being in early access, you'll only encounter the same players over and
over, being stuck against people who constantly win. Worse yet, you often find every other game type is empty while one has
the only players playing. This is a fault of early access and should be remidied in the future as the game progresses and gains
more players, but it is something to note at this time.

Edit: Currently, NOBODY plays this game. Which is sad. It's very hard to find anyone to play with at all.

There is no single player, so you'll always be playing online unless you've got a joypad and a friend, so be prepared for that.
If you can get past all that, the game is great in this state, and I can see it getting better as the game gets updated as well as gets
more players.. JUST FIX BUGS PLS, a to pizde..... BEEP is a simple physics based puzzle platformer. No controller support
that I could detect, but the WASD keyboard and mouse controls provide a good degree of control and feel right. You maneuver
a little robot that is equipped with a cannon and a tractor beam which allows you to shoot enemies and manipulate objects in the
environment in an effort to collect energy crystals. The game also has some fitting sound effects and music for the game's
theme. Kind of average--nothing that hasn't been done before.. You play a little alien which got lost on a foreign planet.
Now you have to search for you parents.

You don't have weapons, but you can jump on (most) enemies to defeat them. And you can climb walls.
In every level there is an exit which you have to reach. There are plenty of secret areas in the game.

The game is divided in three parts. Each part has 10 Levels.
The steam version includes all three parts of the game.

One of the best "old" games in my opinion. Despite all of its flaws, which are in good part due to its age, it still easily beats any
of today's simplistic "business sims".
If you can stand the terrible graphics and dated game mechanics, go for it!
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